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REPRESENTING YOURSELF WITH YOUR VA CLAIM & THE NEW
COMPUTER WORLD
Everything you submit to the VA is now scanned into a computer. If
you are from most states in the eastern United States you fax or mail a
submission of your documents to Georgia: Dept. of Veterans Affairs
Evidence Intake Center P.O. Box 4444 Newman, GA 30271-0020; fax #
844-531-7818. If you are in the western United States you fax or mail
submissions to Wisconsin: Dept. of Veterans Affairs Evidence Intake
Center P.O. Box 4444 Janesville, WI 53547-4444. Everything is now
scanned in order to help the VA rating system work faster. It is good to
assume that your documents have not been scanned until you have
received confirmation.
All claims must be submitted on the VA’s designated forms. Any new
claims after the original filing must be submitted on form 40-1330. A
worsening condition claim is a claim where you received service
connection for a disability and were rated for that disability and you
did not appeal the rating. When there is a worsening condition claim
you must submit form 21-8760. If you were denied in a decision and
did not timely appeal that decision you can reopen the claim on new
and material evidence. The evidence must be new and material to the
claim. You must submit form 21-526EZ when you are alleging a claim
that is based on new and material evidence. Reopening a claim based
on clear and unmistakable error submit form 4597b. Clear and
unmistakable error is when you receive an unfavorable decision and
did not appeal that decision and you are reopening the decision
alleging the decision was clear and unmistakably wrong. When a claim
is initially denied you file a Notice of Disagreement form 21-0958. If
you are denied a second time and receive a statement of the case, you
must submit an appeal to the Board of Veterans Appeals on form 4107.
When you fill out the required forms, the VA has the ability to obtain
the medical evidence within the VA medical system. You need to tell
the VA about outside medical providers and/or submit those records to
the VA Intake Center. Pay attention to the VA “Duty to Assist” letters
that will be sent to you to determine what additional evidence you
may need. If there is a plausible basis for your claim the VA will
schedule a compensation examination. If the examination is not
favorable, you may need one or two medical opinions to counter the
VA’s medical examiners opinion. At this point you may want to give in
to being represented if you did not want to be represented before your
claim required more assistance. Sometimes you may already be
represented and your representation may say to you, “I’m not helping
you with your new or reopened claim.” It could be that a traditional
salaried representative just doesn’t believe in your new claim or
doesn’t have the skills. A paid representative such as an attorney can
only get paid on issues on appeal, therefore they may not be
interested. If you ask the attorney or paid representative about any
new claim, although you may not be charged, they can charge a
consultation fee. Since a new or
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Continued…….
reopened claim is from the date of filing you may not want to wait for your representative to
assist you if
you can do it yourself.
Nevertheless, never let an appeal period go by without appealing if you have a plausible basis
to appeal.
The risk of representing yourself is that you may not be aware of all possible claims that can be
granted at some point. Giving up 20% of something may be better than giving up 0% of
nothing. However sometimes
representing yourself may be the best option.
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TERRY BARNETT
(A short story)

Each newsletter in the future will feature a veteran in the Mid
Ohio Valley. Why not start with the one I shared a booby trap with
in Vietnam while serving with Mike Company 3-7, Terry Barnett,
on September 29, 1968.
I lived in Delaware Valley, PA until the year 2000. Barnett was
born and raised in West Virginia and still lives in Deerwalk, WV.
Barnett spent years working at Public Debt and is now retired. He
started a volunteer 501c organization in Deerwalk, WV called
Deerwalk Veterans Association. Deerwalk Veterans Association
does fundraising activities year round in order to raise money for
veterans and their families to help with bills and food. I moved to
West Virginia in 2000 after retiring my Pennsylvania law practice.
After helping thousands of veterans I retired again from my law
office in West Virginia in 2015.
While I was still practicing law, Barnett came into my office in
Parkersburg, WV in 2004 for some assistance with the VA. While I
was doing the summary of his VA claim I realized who he was. I
thought he was dead since Vietnam. Barnett didn’t know another
Marine was injured by the booby trap. We were both blinded by
the booby trap in Vietnam. Barnett got one eye back after four
months and is to this day nursing the other eye. He has a number
of other wounds down his left side of his body. I am still totally
blind. We were both medevaced in a helicopter together. I tell him
he is the only man I ever slept with since we were sleeping on the
same helicopter.
I took Barnett over to a rubbing I had on my law office wall. The
rubbing was that of a Benjamin Barnett. He asked me who
Benjamin Barnett was and I said that was you. All these years I
thought Benjamin was the Marine who shared the booby trap with
me and was dead. Terry Barnett pulled a Tom Sawyer on me, he
was alive. I remember Terry Barnett was there during an ambush
on September 14, 1968, when another Marine, Richard Peterson,
was wounded. Peterson’s friend, Morgan another Marine, charged
the bunker, killed two of the enemies and captured one. Morgan
received a silver star for his actions that day on September 14,
1968. Barnett was also involved in the ambush as well. It was
Mike Company 2nd squad that was ambushed when we were
attempting to assist 1st platoon that was hit. Barnett may have
shot one of the enemies trying to get away from another bunker.

Thanks to all
who made
Donations to
VFFR in
2016
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SUPPORT THE VETERANS MUSEUM
OF MID OHIO VALLEY

Watch the mail for
your
VFFR
Renewals

Valentine’s Day will be coming soon. Consider making a Veteran your
valentine.
You can do this by supporting the Veterans Museum of Mid Ohio
Valley and keep veteran’s memories alive for future generations. The
museum struggles with
funding and has done so much with so little. Love for veterans is the
love for their memories and sacrifices. Be a Veteran’s Valentine by
donating to the Veterans Museum of Mid Ohio Valley. Contact Gary
Farris, Executive Director, at
304-420-0332 or mail your donation to: Veterans Museum of Mid
Ohio Valley
1829 7th Street Parkersburg, WV 26101.
_____________________________________________________________________

VFFR Legislative Action Center
We did not renew our contract with the Legislative Action Center for
2017.
We did not have enough interest to make the cost worthwhile. If
there is
renewed interest in the future we will consider picking it back up.
_____________________________________________________________________

“Freedom Path of Honor”
VFFR is selling bricks for our “Freedom Path of Honor”. We will have
a path around our Statue of Liberty with these bricks. This will be for
all veterans who have served or who are currently serving in the
Armed Forces. An application
is on page 5 of this newsletter. Profits from the bricks will go to Vets
For
Full Representation.

P.O. Box 8
Cutler, Ohio 45724

